
Literature for All of Us 

Afternoon Workshop 

9/18/2010 

 

Set Up: Circle, with sheet, lit candle, and collection of stones at center. 11 participants + 2 

facilitators. Packets with poems and articles provided for each participant. 

 

Erin and Rebecca 

 

2.5 hours =  

90 minutes experiential (poems & writing) 

Rest of it is analytic 

 

Start with names, pronoun preference, and one thing that brings you peace, piece of chocolate. 

 

Each person reads a sentence of the first poem aloud, around the circle.  

“Somebody Was Breaking Windows” by Luis J. Rodiguez 

Then we discuss the most powerful parts of the poem. 

How would you characterize the speaker? 

What is his role? 

Why did he use the image “just got done with lovemaking”? 

How are creation and destruction related in the poem? 

90 second list of colors, images, scenes that speak of violence and rage to you. 

 

2
nd

 poem: “To the Police Officer who refused to sit in the same room as my son because he‟s a 

„gang-banger‟” by Luis J Rodriguez 

Each person reads a sentence around the circle. 

What does the title imply? 

How is it important that he addresses the police officer directly? 

What does the “slovenly sleeve…” line (lines 2 and 3) mean? What is a Mantle? 

If you look at this poem as a parable for society, what is the relationship between “society” and 

the “gang-banger”? 

This line, “you can‟t turn away, but yet you govern us?” 

What of the “our wilted heart” in the last line? Why this pronoun? Who does it refer to? 

90 second list of questions that you would pose to an officer in your community if you could be 

completely open with them. 

 

3
rd

 poem: “The Feathered Warrior” by Luis J Rodriguez 

Each person reads a sentence around the circle. 

Who is this poem about, what do we know about him? 

How does it affect you to know he‟s talking about a 16 year old man killed in Chicago? 

What of “His death has given us life”? 

What could turn a 16-year-old into a warrior? 

What is your definition of a warrior? 

90 seconds for a list of characteristics or traits of someone who‟s a warrior. 

 



Turn to next page, which says “Something is Wrong”. Try to use the three lists you created to 

compose a poem that speaks to what we‟ve been talking about—what‟s wrong in society, your 

ideas of how this might be transformed. Try to just stick to the words you wrote in these lists. 

Take 7 to 10 minutes for you to work on this, and you will have the opportunity to share what 

you‟ve written, but you don‟t have to. 

 

Participants invited to share aloud.  

Wrapping up with a closing ritual with a quote from Audre Lorde, “When we speak we are afraid 

our words will not be heard or welcomed. But when we are silent, we are still afraid. It is better 

to speak.” 

 

We‟re told to break for snacks then return to talk about how to do this with our groups. 

 

30 minutes left 

Debrief 

15 minutes on your experience, 

15 on what it would be like to lead these with your youth. 

 

White board has appeared, with a column of +s, deltas, and then bulletpoints for the 

brainstorming in response to questions below. 

 

Questions 

What was this like for you? 

 

What was most successful? What should be changed?  

-- adjust size of circle to size of group 

-- use of poetry, building through the poems, through themes, isn‟t just “write a poem”, but gives 

you structure, slow build to poem. 

-- Freedom of instruction 

-- unique and flexible structure 

-- the candle was centering 

-- more background of poet could be helpful, perhaps after we analyze the poems?  

-- what about lower literacy youth? How to adapt: need simpler poems? Just this model, we 

create a safe space and they will read, gentle prodding, Tupac poems work well in detention 

settings, be intentional with the reading level.  

 

How to do this in your youth groups: 

Keep it open, don‟t have one „right answer‟. Ask open-ended questions, create a safer judgment-

free and respectful space, and allow self-determined levels of participation by members. 

Challenges: finding the right kind of literature, being able to slow down and be present, put prep 

time in for facilitators, dealing with silent or loud members, how to make the „point‟ come 

through—“…and what?”. 

If you have a specific topic, email Rebecca to help find specific resources for groups! 

 

Rebecca‟s contact info: 

rebecca@literatureforallofus.org 


